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For a striking appearance and motor sport accents, TECHART carbon fiber parts set distinct exterior 

and interior highlights for Porsche cars. A special Carbon Sport Package has now been created for the 

911 GT3 RS, providing a notable racy styling. 

 

Sport Upgrade for the series outfit. 

 

TECHART carbon fiber aerokit components and trim parts distinctively set the personalized Porsche 

models apart from the standard vehicles and provide sincere motor sport styling highlights. 

 

Carbon fiber is an ingredient material of many TECHART aerodynamic body parts. In order to use the 

material as a spotless refinement feature, it is crucial that the carbon fiber structure and surface is 

precisely manufactured and processed. Genuine TECHART carbon parts are quality made and ensure 

harmony in style as well as durability. 

 

In addition, as TECHART carbon parts are manufactured inhouse, the components can be ordered with 

further personalization. Matt and high gloss finishes and even an individual color match can be applied 

according to the customers’ wishes. 

 

Customers can decide which parts make the perfect Sport Package. 

 

The TECHART Carbon Sport Package for the 911 GT3 RS can be individually configured. Customers 

can decide for the complete package or to just set selected highlights. 

 

The following parts are available in the TECHART Carbon Sport Package: front spoiler, wheel arch air 

outlet louvers, side skirts, side air intakes, side mirrors (Porsche SportDesign Mirrors, available in full 

carbon fiber or in lacquered/carbon fiber combination), roof spoiler, rear wing panels and rear diffusor. 

 

In addition, carbon fiber interior refinement parts such as trims, steering wheel add-ons and carbon seat 

backpanels can complement the sporty upgrade. 
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand and The Company. 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 25 years under the leadership of the two managing directors Thomas 

Behringer and Matthias Krauß. The consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, the 

company became an internationally renowned brand with over 70 headquarter-based employees and 

sales partners in over 30 countries. TECHART’s product range consists of proprietary developments 

and designs, offering refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the vehicle: 

aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine powerkits, 

exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer, TECHART is the premium brand 

for the refinement of Porsche cars worldwide. 
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